Make a fossil sun catcher

What you will need
Paper (just half an A4 sheet size)
Some thin paper like tissue paper, tracing paper or even baking paper!
Glue/sticky tape
Scissors
String or pipe cleaners or sticks

How to make the ammonite sun catcher
Draw a swirl in the middle of your sheet of paper, the string or pipe cleaners will need to be stuck down over the top of this, so use lots of glue and bit of tape to hold in place
To make the lines of your ammonite, trim bits of string or use sticks and stick them down in between the swirls and spacing them out evenly
Take a sheet of thin paper like tissue paper and stick over the top then press down hard!
Once everything is in place, you need to trim off the excess paper- let a grown up help you if you need. You might want to draw the outline of the ammonite around your swirl before you cut- just think of a snail shape!
To hang up, make a hole with a sharp pencil through the paper and use string to make a loop through and tie off.
Hang in a window and watch the light shine through to show the fossil off!